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Welcome to our 2018 flyer. As you
may have noticed, we’re now putting out one sales flyer a year.
We’ve done this as printing costs
have increased, and as more things
move to our website.
Speaking of our website, we had
been running two different websites for a couple of years to try
and find the best one. Earlier this
year, we discontinued one site, as
it wasn’t as easy to use as we had
hoped for.
We have some
really
great
sales in this
flyer, including a special
Framon deal
on their #2 for
just $1495 ins
a special configuration and
SD2 Sidewinder for just $2499!
Gcode 2018 software is included
with either machine, too.
We have started to close out some
of our key fobs, key shells, and
have reduced the number of imported auto locks, too. Check out

the great deals we have on them
and the others in this flyer.
One big news to pass on is that
Dennis Baxter retired in December. We bought all his remaining
Try-Out sets, books, guide keys
and even some of his code machines and cutting wheels. We
have some great deals on some of
his overstock uncut keys, too.
Baxter was one of the first product
lines we added almost 30 years
ago. Dennis was always a pleasure to work with, and we will miss
him!
Dennis is shown here with the
last tryout set he produced. It’s a
Set 108 AllIn-One for
Ford 8 cut.
We will be
selling this
signed set
for
$700,
with
the
profits going to the
Clearstar
education
fund.
Free Shipping*
with $150 orders! 1

www.hawleylocksupply.com

Baxter Systems Code Books and Guide Keys

Dennis Baxter retired in December of 2017. We have purchased his entire
stock of Try-Out sets, listed on the page to the right. Baxter is also famous
for their automotive code books and guide keys. We have many in stock,
and will continue to carry them.
Remaining guide keys in stock. Except for a limited number of foreign vehicles, these guide keys are $15 each. We have 1-5 of most of these guide
keys except for DGK942, which we have lots of.
AGK- 601, 602, 605, 607, 610, 612, 613, 614, 615, 617, 618, 618A, 619, 620, 621, 622,
623
BGK-500, 503, 505, 506, 507, 508, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 519, 520
DGK-900, 902, 904, 906, 907, 909, 911, 913, 914, 918, 919, 921, 923, 925, 928, 929,
932, 933, 934, 935, 936, 937, 940, 941, 942

Baxter Overstocked Keyblanks
WR6-Weiser NS (1559) 30 Cents each (450)
B86-Brass-Jet plain blank. 25 cents each
(1500)
B108-NP Jet (P1114). 45 cents each (1200)
X269-NP Ilco 45 cents each (300)
B68-NP Jet (P1099) 35 cents each (200)

We got in thousands of
keyblanks when we bought
out Baxter Systems. Get
them at a great price!

New Comprehensive Interchangeable Core

This is a most complete and up to date book on
the topic. It is based on the popular and highly rated, often over-filled, course of the same
name. It’s step by step, logical, easy to read format makes it useful for beginners, and it’s well
organized charts make it highly useful for even
the most seasoned professionals.
About 370 pages, over 700 illustrations and
chart. Book by Don O’Shall.
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#CIC-Book Just $64.99!

Sadly, Dennis
Dennis Baxter
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after many
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years making
making try-out
try-out
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keys, code
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books and
and depth
depth keys.
keys. We
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all his
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ing stock.
stock. Get
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them while
while they
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last! Code
Code books,
books and
guide
keys
ing
try-out
instruction books, try-out storage boxes and guide keys in stock, too.
CHRY/DODGE/JEEP
STOCK#
Chrysler, Jeep (89-92) 7 cut
SET 74		
Chrysler, Jeep (93-04) 7 cut
SET 84B
FORD/MERCURY/LINCOLN
Ford Single Sided H26/H27
SET26A		
Ford DS Pin Tumbler H51
SET81FA
Ford DS Pin Tumbler H50
SET82FB
Ford 10 cut Ignitions (1984 1/2+) SET 64B
Add on Ford 10 cut set		
SET 64S
Ford 10 cut Doors (1984 1/2+)
SET 65A
Ford 8 cut (Codes 1-1706X)
SET 88
Ford Escort/Tracer 91-96		
SET 91		
Ford 10 cut - All-In-One-Set
SET 102
Ford 8 cut - All-In-One-Set
SET 108

PRICE
HONDA, HYUNDAI, KIA
$80.00 Honda X181 3 depth. 		
SET 59A
$80.00
$160.00 Honda X182 6 depth with gbox SET 95		
$160.00
Sonata (89-94) X187 keyblank
SET 73		
$150.00
Sonata (95+), Kia Optima
SET 103
$295.00
$199.00
Hyundai Accent (95-99) X235
SET 104
$295.00
$160.00
$160.00
Utility/Desk TRY-OUT KEYS
$240.00
$23.00 After many requests Baxter is making these sets!
$250.00 They will fit many of your common T handles, desk
$190.00
$240.00 locks, gas caps and many more! Get both sets for
$380.00 each keyway for total coverage.
$530.00

GENERAL MOTORS/SATURN
All GM (35-66), 			
SET 29C
Saturn B76/B88 1991-1996
SET 75A
GM DS Ign Alphatec 91-94
SET 76A
GM Sgl-Sided (67+) (Inc VATS) SET 77A
GM 10 cut door B86, Pos 6-10. SET 86		
GM 10 cut door B86, Pos 3-7.
SET 89		
Saturn 1997+ B96 Prog Ign
SET 92		
10 cut D/T +some Ign. Pos 4-10 SET 98

$380.00
$45.00
$45.00
$90.00
$180.00

We also stock all popular depth and space keys
from Baxter! New Toyota 10
cut, GM 10 cut "Z" keyway,
Ford 8 and 10 cut, GM 10 cut
and many more models!

$50.00
$70.00
$70.00
$70.00

Kwikset, Schlage, and dozens more of non-automotive and utility guide keys, too! GM10-Pro in
stock for progressing 10 Cut GM.

5 space, 4 depth Y11,Y12
5 space, 5 depth Y11,Y12
$130.00 5 space, 4 depth Y13,Y14
$80.00
5 space, 5 depth Y13,Y14
$300.00

NISSAN,MITSUBISHI, TOYOTA, SUBARU
Toyota old Van/Wagon 70-87
SET 63		
Toy Camry/Cressida X159, 84-91 SET 67		
Many Datsun (70-83) & All Sub SET 70		
Most Datsun (70-83)		
SET 71		

SET 100
SET 100A
SET 101
SET 101A

$60.00
$120.00
$60.00
$120.00

Have you tried out Baxter’s Motorcycle Try-Outs? As usual Dennis
Baxter has put a lot of work into these sets, making them unique in the
locksmith world. Instead of creating huge sets that would only fit one
model, he has created smaller sets that can used in many different
models. Use these sets in the helmet or gas cap locks until you get
one that turns. Set MCK2 fits all locks. Follow the simple instructions
to progress a key. These keys are tip stopped, so many fit more
than one type of key.
Kawasaki/Ducati B8001-9000, 8001-9000 codes KW14,KW14BP		
Kawasaki A111111-444444 code series		
KW14R			
Kawasaki Z5001-6000 (Ninja's, etc)		
X103,X266,KW16CP			
Suzuki A6001-7000, 6001-7000 code series
X179, X241			
ATV's and 4 wheels, plus some others		
X117,X256			
ATV's and 4 wheels, plus some others		
X119. X257			
ATV's and 4 wheels, plus some others		
X118, etc			
ATV's and 4 wheels, plus some others		
X120, X254			
Yamaha A7001-8500					
X248				

SET MCKD1
SET MCK2
SET MCK3
SET MCS8
SET MCSY9
SET MCSY10
SET MCSY11
SET MCSY12
SET MCS13

$80.00
$150.00
$70.00
$70.00
$80.00
$80.00
$70.00
$70.00
$70.00
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Sale, only $44.99 each!
If you do any auto work, then you know what a hassle it can be to generate keys for many cars
these days. Determinators are easy to use, and can cut your key generation time down by 75%! No
more door panels to pull! Determinator Tom has stopped making the Ignition Determinators.
So when we are out of stock, there won’t be any more!
Download the Determinator manual for free from our website!

#BMW1

#CHR1•Chry DS

#CHR2•Chry 8 Cut

#DAE1 • Daewoo

#FOR1

#FOR2 • 8 cut

For non hs keys
X59/X144
keyblanks

For DS locks.
1989+
Y154/Y157/Y159

For newer 8 cut
locks. Y159/Y160
Only $20!

For Leganza, Lanos and Nubira.
X174/X176 keys

For 10 cut door
locks.
H54/H60

For 8 cut locks. 96
1/2+
H75 keyblanks

#FOR3 • Lincoln LS

#FOR4 • Focus

#FOR5 • Aspire

For 8 cut locks.
2000+
H75 keyblanks

Specifically for
Focus models.
H72PT key

For the Aspire. 9497. H70/X231 keyblanks

#FOR6

#FOR7

Huf locks H75,
spaces 2-7

Huf locks H75,
spaces 2-7

Works on VATS &
transponder models too. B86

#GM2
Alpha Tech

#GM3 • Cadillac 10
cut

#GM4
LeSabre 00+

#GM 5

#GM6/7

#GM8

For the Cavalier
style ignition
locks. 91-94 B68

For 98+ Seville &
2000+ Devilles.
B86

For GM 10 cut
locks manufactured by Ortec.

80’s Pontiac
Lemans + Cadillac
Catera + Opel

2004+ Pontiac
Grand Prix
2004+ Cadillac
SRX

2004+ Canyon &
Colorado B110

#HON1 • Honda 3
depth

#HON2 • Honda 6
depth

Honda/Acura.
X181

For Honda/Acura.
X214

#GM9
#GM10
05-07 Corvette,
2004+ Cadillac XLR 2007 1/2+ Corvette

GM Z keyway
door spaces 4-10

#GM12
New Chevy
Equinox (B96)

#HYU1 • Elantra

#HYU2 • Accent

#HYU3 • Sonata

#HYU4 • Excel

Covers code
series T001-1000.
1992+ X216/X236

Covers code
series R001-1000.
1995+ X235

Covers code
series S001-1000.
1995+ X232

Covers codes X/
Y1001-2000. 86-96
X160/196

#HYU5
2006+ Hyundai
Sonata
HY15

#HYU7

#JAP1

#JAP 2

#KIA1

#HYU6
Works on new
Hyundai
and Kias using
HY17 key.

Works on Hyundai Covers many Mit- Covers some Geos,
using HY17 key. subishi, etc. X176/ Isuzu, etc.X180/
with 4 depths
X184/X185
X224
and 8 spaces
#MAZ1 • Mazda 7 #MAZ2 • Mazda10
#MER1
Cut
Cut
Covers non-HS
1983-1993
Newer Mazda 10
Mercedes ign
(most models)
cut/Escort
locks. X82/X83

All Kia
models using
X233/X240/X253

#KIA2

#KIA3

Kia’s using KK5
keyway

Vehicles using
HY15 keyway

#MER2

#MIT1 • Galant

#MIT2

Covers Sprinter
Vans!

Covers 99+ Mits.
Galant, 2000+
Eclipse X263

Covers many early
Mits, Isuzu, etc
X121

#NIS1
Nissan 8 Cut

#NIS2
Nissan 10 Cut

#SAT2
Saturn 10 cut

#SAT 3

Covers Nissan/
Subaru 82+
X123/X210

Covers newer
Nissans, Subarus
and Infiniti X237

#TOY2 - Toyota
TR47

#TOY3

X131/X178

Covers split tumbler 8 cut Toyotas
X217/TR47

#SAT1 - 7 cut

Covers original Saturns 91-97 (early) Covers newer Saturns 97+
B88 keyway
B96 keyway
#TOY4

#TOY5

Covers X174 style Covers older ToyToyotas
ota models X137/
TR33/TR37
X174/TR40

D-IGN-CHRY2

D-IGN-FOR1
Ford 8 Cut igChrysler 8 cut nitions. Silver
non-sidebar face cap only.

D-IGN-GM1
GM B110

D-IGN-HON1
Honda HD106
with
transponder

Nissan 8 cut

D-IGN-TOY1

D-IGN-TOY3

Nissan 10 cut

Toyota Split
Tumbler

D-IGN-TOY2
Toyota 10 cut

2003+ Saturn
Ion
#VOL1

New 2002+ 10 cut Covers Volvo using
Toyotas. Corolla/ non HS keys X80/
Camry X217
X140

D-IGN-HON2
D-IGN-HY1
D-IGN-HY2
Honda HD106
without
transponder Hyundai HY12 Hyundai HY14
D-IGN-NIS2
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#GM11

#GM1 • GM 10 cut

D-IGN-NIS1

Toyota TR47/
TOY40

#TOY1
Covers
Toyota Previa, etc
X151/TR39
#VW1
Covers many
VW, Audi and
Porsche. X88

EIgnition

Determinators
Designed to read the ignitions!

Sale $45.99 each!

No longer made,
limited to stock on hand.

Spacing Blocks
$54.99 each
Are you up to
date? 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6 in stock!
With binder: $129.99
Pages only: $99.99
Depth and Space Book

Spacing
Block Set
6 blocks,
spacing clip:
$299.99
Frame Dimpler Tool

Quick and easy to
Framon Cutting Wheels
dimple steel frames
FC4590T Titan $199.99
FC10031 Schlage $139.99
DT1 $99.99
FC10045 Std Wide $139.99
12 Pk screws
FC9032 Assa $149.99
FC8735 Frn Auto $139.99
#2 Std. Vise $94.99
FC8445 Standard $124.99
FC9040 DC300 $149.99
#2 IC/Auto Vise $109.99
FC7863 Sargent $139.99
FC9090 Kwik/Wei $139.99 #2 Rubber Belt $12.99
FC8615 Medeco $139.99
FC9054 IC Core $139.99 We sell all Framon machines, tools and parts!
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Practical Master Keying
for Modern Locksmiths

Revised

The comprehensive book
on master keying covers
correct terminology, job
site survey, basic rules
of master keying, levels
of master keying, how to
determine the top master
key bitting, how to divide
the key between master
keys and change keys and progressing out a
complete system.

Opening Sentry Safes
by Manipulation

With New Chapter on
Electronic Safes!
This book explains the techniques and procedures to use for finding unknown combinations for Sentry Fire Safes.

This book is sold with a money back guarantee that locksmiths can open Sentry Safes
within ten minutes using these procedures
after some practice. Among the things
This book explains how to examine an exist- included in the book is how to quickly tell
ing system and how to expand it. It covers which wheel a determined number is on.
matrix master keying and rotating constant
master keying as well as hold and vary for Don't turn down these
both single step and two step systems. Blank easy safe openings!
forms that may be duplicated for job site Even if you have had
survey, single step and two step systems are no safe experience,
included.
you can open these
safes with ease.
This easy to understand book explains master
keying for beginners as well as experienced Filled with 29 pages
locksmiths. It is a very useful study guide of information, and
for the ALOA advanced master keying PRP. 14 full color pictures!
Over 80 pages!

Tidel TACCII Opening
and Servicing Tips
This book contains detailed information about how to open these units
when the Medeco key has been lost
or broken or when the touch pad is
inoperable.
This book tells
and shows you
how to open
TACCII's without
drilling, in most
cases, and where
and how to drill if
necessary. It also
shows you where to place a
jumper on the ribbon cable when the
touch pad has been damaged.
This book also tells you which tools
you will need to service Tidels, what
paint matches the original colors,
how to clear the jammed chutes,
parts that can be obtained locally,
cautions and warnings to heed and
much more! 13 full color photos and
30 pages in length.

Buy any single volume printed
or CD Charlie Cole book

Want to read your Charlie Cole or Rod’s Gonzo Book on your computer? No problem. Each
book is available in a PDF version. Download
to your computer or mobile device!

Sale $39.95 $44.95 each.

Also available via email!

Wow, buy any single Charlie Cole book via PDF with
email delivery for just $14.99 each!
Sentry Safe - Masterkeying - Tidel

Wedgeco deluxe leather extractor set. Has
6 extractors, plus nice leather case, has
metal spring loaded clip, so clip onto your
belt or pants!

#1500•DLX Sale $74.99
#1500 Key Extractor Set

Sale $54.95!
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Extra extractors
Sale $3.25 each.

Factory Precut Keys
We have a number of different types of precut keys in
stock. All are 20 pairs per package, except for PRK-Ilco.
Baldwin nickel silver originals (Schlage C keyway), and
Weslock brass only $19.99 while supplies last.
We now have a limited amount of Sargent 6 Pin LA precuts in.
Kwikset 5 pin precuts are now fully
back in stock!
Baldwin, Kwikset, Sargent LA,
Weiser, and Weslock
Schlage Everest C123
Schlage

PRB. Baldwin 5 pin C. Large head, NS $19.99

PRK. Kwikset 5 pin, nickel plated. $34.99 or
PRC. 5 pin C. Mix of buy 3 for $99!
brass/ns. $29.99
PRK6T. 6 pin Kwikset with removal key
PRC6. 6 pin C. $27.99 $29.99
These are NS, but
PRSAR-LA. 6 pin, nickel silver. Very limited
are not marked with
stock. $39.99
the Schlage logo.
PRW. 5 pin Weiser, brass. $24.99
PRE. 5 pin E. Nickel
PRWES. 5 pin Weslock, brass $19.99
silver. $27.99
PRC123. 6 pin Everest C123. NS $44.99

Free Shipping with $150 orders!
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Aero Lock
						*Generate
Master Key systems for SFIC
						
SFIC Masterkeying *Enter your own master key or auto generate one
						
*Enter your own control key or auto generate one
Software
						
* Create Sub Masters
*Customize Max Depth / Min Depth, MACS, Deepest 1st cut, and Step Value
*Convert pinning chart to a text file for editing change key names or mark lock locations
*Automatically Calculates how many Bottom pins and Master pins are needed for the job
*Have the ability to save projects and open them in any Aero IC software
*Works with Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 8
*Pinning Calculator– Enter in existing Master, Submaster,
Change Keys and the calculator will give you the bitting
*Control Key Bitting Calculator– After decoding the top
driver pins of an existing cylinder the calculator will calculate the control key bitting

Sale $89.99! #AL•ICC

Non-IC Masterkeying Software
Does 4, 5, 6 or 7 pin cylinders. Use your own
master key, or it will generate. In CD format, for
XP, Vista and Windows 7.

#AL•MK Sale $89.99

Does not do IC.

Volkswagen Tailpiece Repair Parts and Kits
We carry two different parts, along with a complete
standard tailpiece repair kit. Check our the big sale!

#VWP
Sale $12.99 each
3 for $10.99 each
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#VWP3
#VWT
Sale $12.99 each Sale $17.99 each
3 for $10.99 each 3 for $15.99 each

3

New
Fastec FIC-3
Tryout Set

Check out our new speciality tension wrench made
for Yale 8 keyways, like Y1,
Y2, etc. #YER $14.99, buy 2
for only $25!

Fastec has redesigned their newer locks so that the
standard FIC1 key
will not enter the
lock all the way.
This set will work
on some of the older plus the newer
styles! There are 25
double sided keys
in the set, for codes
EF301-EF351.

FIC-3 Tryout
Sale $64.99

Ski Rack Tryout Set

Finally, a tryout set for ski racks. For locks
using the X132/LF12 type keys. For Thule,
Eurolocks, Karrite, Lowe & Fletcher, Yakima, Sportrack, Chrysler roof racks and
others! 63 keys that
SKI-1 Tryout cover 3 different
Sale $119.95 depth and space
configurations.

New Tryout Sets
Harley Davidson Tryouts

Truck/Utility/Filing
Cabinet Tryouts

HD46-20 key set for X94/95/95/96
$49.99
CHG15-60 keys, 1X1-7X6 codes. Chicago Filing Cabinet $119.99
HD47-14 key set for
X93/100/101/102/125/126/127
BOAT21-Y11, 18 keys. Mastercraft,
$44.99
Sea Ray and Sierra. $49.99

Honda Motorycycle/ATV
HD74- Small set, 16 keys. $49.99
HD75-29 keys. $69.99

PTR63-Peterbuilt and Kenworth 20
keys, B1 set. $49.99
BWAY19-Brockway, gas caps, utility,
32 keys on B1 set. $64.99
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Chicago DS Tryout Set
This is our tryout set for Chicago double sided locks, using the CG1 keyway. 50 keys in
the set.
Instead of going through a full set of keys,
use this specially designed tryout set to
make keys! This set will save you time and
money.

#CG1-TRY Sale $109.99 $129.95
AP1-5 Tryout Set
This is a new set of 42 keys, for popular Chicago
filing cabinet and utility locks series. It is cut on the
AP5 key, so covers the AP1, AP2, AP3, AP4 and
AP5 keyways.
It’s a quick and simple way to generate a key for
these, without having to disassemble, or otherwise
make a key for these.

#AP15-TRY Sale $84.99 $99.95

Looking for Blackhawk
Codes Online?

We now sell new yearly subscriptions! Use on your computer, mobile phone, or device with internet access.

Just $59 a year

New Subscriptions Only

Fill $25 a year - KBX $20 a year
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Lock Vise

Hold door locks, cylinder locks and others
to practice picking. Attaches to a bench easily.
This is the high quality version!

#Lock-VISE
SALE $39.99
38 Piece Rubber Handle Pick Set

This very nice, zip cased, pick set has
just arrived. Each pick handle is rubberized, so it's feels very comfortable in
your hand. This includes doubled sided
picks for many automotive locks as well
as tension tools. Even has some dimple
picking tools. 37 pieces plus carrying
case.
Plus FREE
double side
tension wrench! A $19.95 value.

#P38 Sale $39.95

Latch Magician 2

How many times have you messed with
a latch trying to bypass it, and wanted
an easier way? This new tool has a great handle, and includes two
different thin metal blades. One is a hook style, the other is for a
straight in approach. Get in quick and professionally!

Super Sale #LM2 $22.99 each!

We have a huge stock of new and
used Curtis #15 cams and carriages. Parts, used clippers, books and
repair services are also available.
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This great 11 piece kit,
has 10 different double
sided picks. Perfect for
picking double sided
auto locks, padlocks,
and the like! Includes a
very nice double sided
tension wrench tool &
plastic storage box.

Auto Wizard Pick Set #11 DS $39.99

Limited Stock

High Security
Key Blades

NEW

Mer Mer BMW Hon VW
4 trk 2 trk 4 Trk 4 Trk Audi

Lex

Volvo
1

New
Ford

BMW
2 Track

1 Pc $1.79 each
10 $1.65 each
50 $1.40 each
100+ $1.10 each

We've been carrying high security key blades
for many years now, and have been asked
for some new ones, such as the BMW 2 track (HU92). We've finally located some of these, and are also
adding Volvo keys. These flip blades can be used when you need to progress a key, test a key before
you cut it on an expensive blank, or when you are building a flip key.

$7.95
each

Mini Cooper
2 button.
KS-Mini21

New Subaru Tribeca 3
button plus panic.
KS-SUB4
$8.95
each
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$12.95
each

New Honda 5 button plus
panic. KS-HON5P1
Similar Honda 4 button
plus panic. KS-HON4P1

New

This is the new
6 button key fob
shell for Chrysler
models. 5 buttons,
plus panic. Just remove battery and
transfer circuitboard.
Save your customer
time and money.

#CHR6-RKF
$8.95

This is the new 4 button Toyota key shell
for 2012+ models.
(3 button, plus panic). Limited stock on
hand.

#KS-TOY42
$9.99

Get The Best Tibbe Pick Set

This is the great boxed Tibbe set. Includes the
Deluxe Tibbe pick which has graduations on
each lever, so you can decode the lock when you
pick it, and makeup key to check your decoding!
Plus great case, and instructional CD!
Get the Deluxe 6 Cut Tibbe pick set, with case,
CD, free practice lock, and Make Up Key for a
great low price. More 2013+ Fords are Tibbe!

Includes Free
Lock!

#JTSET-DLX
Sale $149.99

Super Deluxe Key Extractor Kit
This is our best selling extractor kit. It's got
everything from scissor extractors, individual extractors, auto wafer spreader, spiral
key extractors, plus hemostat and a nice
zippered case. If you bought all these individually, you'd pay over $200!

#SDEK Best Price Ever! Only $64.99 $119.95
Single/DS VATS
Interrogator

#A•VATS
Sale $134.95

For 7 pin
standard
Tubular

Handheld Tubular Key Cutter, with decoder key.

#HTKC Sale $139.99 each
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These are high quality aftermarket shells. Simply
remove the circuit board, and battery from the original unit, and
install in the new shell. In a minute your customer is happy, and
on their way. All fobs include rubber insert, except Odysseys.
We also have some of the rubber inserts available separately. Any
fob that has an * at the end, has the rubber insert available separately for $3.95 each. Some fobs limited to stock on hand.

All fobs listed here just $4.99 each.
Buy 3+ of one kind for $4.79 each!
Limited to stock on hand!
Dodge
Chrysler
3 and 4
button

#GM3-RKF*

#FOR4-RKF*

#FOR5-RKF

#GM4-RKF*

#GM42-RKF*

Montana•Relay
Uplander

#FOR3-RKF*
Colorado
Buick Lacrosse

GM
Remotes
#GM2-RKF*

Ford 5
button

Ford
3 and 4
button

#CHR4-RKF*

#CHR3-RKF*

*Rubber inserts $3.49 each.

#GM32-RKF

#HYU2-RKF
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#KIA1-RKF

#NIS4-RKF* #NIS41-RKF

#MIT2-RKF

05-09
Honda
Odyssey
Mazda
4 button

SOL

#HON42-RKF
NEW!

UT
O
D

Nissan
3 and 4
button

#NIS3-RKF

#HON4-RKF

Mitsubishi
2 Button

#HON44-RKF

#GM6-RKF

#MAZ4-RKF
Toyota Camry
2 button

GM
6 button
#GM5-RKF

05-09
Honda
Odyssey

05-09
Honda
Odyssey

#HON43-RKF

Honda
4 button
(3+ panic)

Kia
2 but-

#GM43-RKF

Hyundai
2 button

Buick
Regal

Malibu
Grand Prix

NEW!

#TOY2-RKF

Huge Sale on
HS Auto Locks!

LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

NEW

Honda HS Ignition
#HON-HS-Ignition
Sale $34.99

Honda HS
Ignition

We have 3 new Honda
locks in stock! All locks
come with 1 key, and less
transponder in the key.
Special package:
All 8 locks.
$199.99 $299.95!
#HON-HS-8set

Honda CRV Door
#HON-CRV
Sale $24.99 each

NEW
#HON-HS-Trunk
$24.99 $39.95

Honda Civic Door
Honda Accord Door
#Hon-Accord-HS-Cable #Hon-Civic-HS-Cable
$32.99$44.95
$32.99 $44.95

Honda
Accord
Honda Accord Door
#HON-HS-ACCORD
$24.99 $39.95

Honda Fit Door
#HON-HS-FIT $24.99

Honda Civic HS Door Lock

Special package:
All 4 locks. Just $129.99!
#VW-HS-4set

HON-HS-CV-Door-New
Sale $34.99

New!
#VWHSIA
$44.95 $49.95

VW HS
Door

#VWHSL Sale $29.99 each
Buy 3+ for $27.99 each!

Transit/Tibbe door
#TBE6DL
$29.99 each $39.95

New Tibbe 6 cut
Ignition Lock
#TBE6IGN
 $29.99 $39.95 each

Older VW HS Ign
#VWHSI $29.99 $39.95
BMW 2 track Door
#BMW2DR $59.95

#FORD-HS-HU101
$31.99 $44.95

Opel Ignition
Sale $29.99
#OPEL-HS-IGN

#BMWHS25DL $59.95
BMW 7 series
2 track
Door Lock
#BMWHS-DL7$59.95

New!
Audi HS Set
#Audi-SET
$89.95

#VWHSIN
$44.95 $49.95

Honda Odyssey Door
#HON-HS-Odyssey
$24.99 $39.95
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These are high quality aftermarket key shells. Simply
remove the circuit board, transponder chip (if any) and
battery from the original unit, and install in the new
shell. In a minute or two your customer is happy, and
on their way.
Perfect for when their remote has the key ring hole
broken, buttons worn out, or the case is cracked.

On Sale
$7.99
each!

Chrysler Remote Key Shells. Including new H model!

BMW

BMW

BMW

BMW

2 Track

2 Track

4 Track

4 Track

$8.95 each
KS-BMW-2Trk-1

Ford
4 button
$9.95 $16.95 each
KS-FORD-4-button

$8.95 each
KS-BMW-2Trk-2

Ford 4 button

NEW!
w/battery comp

$9.95 $16.95 each
KS-FORD-42-button

MIT 11 Key

MIT11 Key

3 button

4 button

$8.95 each, 3+ $7.95 each
#KS-MIT-3

Toyota TR47

3 button
$6.95 each, 3+ $5.95 each.
#KS-TOY-TR47-3button

2 button
$6.95 each, 3+ $5.95 each.
#KS-TOY-TR47-2button

$8.95 each
KS-BMW-4Trk-1

3 or 4 button

Popular Matrix/Rav4

$6.95 each
#KS-HON4BP #KSHON3BP

Lexus
2 or 3 button

Prado

TR47/X217

Mitsubishi

$7.95 each, 3+ $6.95 each.
#KS-Buick3

Hyundai 2 button

NEW!
$8.95 each
#KS-HYU-2

Toyota 2 button

TR47/X217
$6.95 each, 3+ $5.95 each.
#KS-TOY-TR47-2button

Popular Rav4/Scion

TR47/X217

$7.95 each, 3+ $7.96 each. $7.95 each, 3+ $6.95 each.
#KS-TOY3S
#KS-TOY-TR47-3-B-Matrix

Buick

$8.95 each
KS-BMW-4Trk-2

Honda

$8.95 each, 3+ $7.95 each. $6.95 each, 3+ $5.95 each.
#KS-LEX-3-B or LEX-2-B
#KS-MIT-42

Toyota TR47

MIT 11 Key
$6.95 each
#KS-MIT-2-Button

Check out our great new lower prices on these keys!
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Buy all 8
for
$59.99!

$7.95 each, 3+ $6.95 each.
#KS-Toy-Scion-4-Button
Chrysler Shell
Rubber Button
Inserts
Available models:
A, D, E, F and G.

Only
$3.99 Each!

Don’t see what you
need? Call!

High
Quality
Import

Chrysler Fobik Shells

Best price $9.99 each. 3+ $9.49 each.
10+ $8.99 each (mix and match ok)

SK1-RKF SK2-RKF SK3-RKF SK4-RKF SK5-RKF S K 6 - RKF
!

EW

N

SK7-RKF SK8-RKF SK9-RKF

SK10-RKF

SK11-RKF

These popular Fobik shells are Fobik Package
very popular! We’ve restocked, and 1 of each type
$94.99
even have one new style in stock.
New Honda 2 and 3 button plus panic key shells. Huge Sale on Ford
3, 4 & 5 Button ComHonda Key
plete Fobs
Shells
We’ve having a great big sale on
$8.99 each.
these quality aftermarket Ford/
#KS-HON42-BP
#KS-HON32-BP
3+ $7.99 each
Lincoln/Mercury complete key
New Nissan 4 and 5 button plus panic fob shells.
Nissan 4 and
5 button Fob
Shells
$8.99 each.
3+ $7.99 each
#NIS5-RKF

fobs.

Sale $9.99 each.
3+ for $8.99 each
10+ mix or match,
$8.49 each!

#NIS6-RKF
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Exacta Key Machine Components

Ilco discontinued the Exacta a couple of years ago, and we’ve
just gotten in a big assortment of brand new parts in.
We have a limited stock of Exacta plates, carriages and punch
assemblies that we got from Dennis Baxter. Dennis carried Exacta when he had a supply business. These are from the 70’s
and 80’s. Mostly automotive of that period, with some padlock,
obsolete and oddball stuff.
At this point we do not have any other parts for these machines,
but are always on the lookout.

Spacing Plate
$19.99 EACH
Depth Knob
$24.99 each
A, B, C, E, F, G,
H, J, K, L, M, N,
O, P, R, S, T, U,
V, W, Y, Z
Punch/Die
$49.99
each

1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9,
10, 23
18

100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 114, 220,
221, 222, 226, 600, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606,
607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616,
617, 618, 619, 620, 621, 622, 623, 624, 625, 626,
627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632, 635, 636, 637, 638,
639, 645, 650, 651, 652, 653, 654, 655, 656, 657,
658, 659, 660, 661, 662, 664, 665, 666, 667, 668,
670, 671, 672, 673, 674, 675, 676, 677

Carriage
Insert
$24.99 each
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 43,
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63,
64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 73, 74, 75, 77,
78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 87, 88, 89,
90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 96, 97, 98, 129, 130

August-September 2018 Good Stuff

Most items are just one of a kind, unless otherwise noted.
B1. Used Ilco code machine used by Dennis Baxter. These are the
sturdy types that were made from the 1960’s. Dennis made thousands of tryout sets with these over the years, and had a few parts
improved to increase accuracy and durability. Get a part of history!
Just $450.
A1. Schlage D93PD-Rhodes 26d lever.
New in box, but it’s been sitting on the shelf
for awhile. 2 3/4” backset, Schlage C cylinder. This is the exterior classroom Vandlguard version. Just $150.
A2. Russwin original 1” Mortise cylinders.
26D. D1-70. 18 in stock. Each with 2 NS
coded keys. Just $9 each.
A3. Sargent LA original 1 1/8” mortise cylinders. 26D finish. Each
has 2 factory keys, KD. 18 in stock. $12 each.
A4. HPC CW90MC cutting wheel. New in package.
$85.
A5. Continental Micro CW1011 used cutting wheel.
Seems fairly sharp, but may need resharpening. $40.
A6. Continental Micro CW47MC used cutting wheel. Seems fairly
sharp, but may need resharpening. $50.
A7. HPC CW1012 used Medeco cutting wheel.
Seems fairly sharp, but may need resharpening. $45.
A8. 3 Un-do-it one way screwdrivers. 1
#807 and 2 #810 sizes. $30 for all
A10. LAB Schlage kit. This is the mid sized
grey metal box, with nickel silver bottom
pins. Nicely stocked, with latch on box. I’d guess this
kit is from the 80’s or early 90’s. Just $50.
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A11. Silca RW2 machine. In good shape. $235.
A12. Chicago Double Sided factory key set, 402 keys. This is the
factory set for codes 2001-2576. Very nice. Just $225. .
A 14. Box of 50 DL Sargent LG keyblanks.
01007LG. Nickel plated. $30.
A15. This is a nice narrow head Curtis 15
clipper, that it setup for GM6 cut keys, and
the older B10 and B11 keys. Just $280.
A16. Grobet Locksmith File Kit #3. Includes
6 inch #4 cut Pippin, #4 cut round, 2 warding (flat) files, pin tumbler tweezers, plastic
file handle and canvas carrying pouch. Get
this all for $124.99.
A18. New Cole cutting wheel, in sealed package. 2277B. Looks the
same as an Ilco X23MC. 3/8” hole. Made in Switzerland. Just $49.99
A19 New Cole cutting wheel, sealed in package. 2466. Looks the
same as Ilco 23RF. 3/8” hole. Made in Switzerland. Just $39.99.
A20. New HPC CW1012 Medeco cutting wheel. Just $89.99
A21. New Ilco 10MC cutting wheel. Just $99.99
A22. New Ilco 11MC cutting wheel. Just $94.99
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A23.ASP A-42-104 Ford 10 cut door wafer
kit, used. Has some caps and other parts in
it as shown. $30.
A24. We got in some of the last remaining
new Baxter FCI guides from 2003. These
were great guides giving you info on how to
make keys for all sorts of vehicles. We have
6 left. $15 each.
Baxter Systems cutting wheels. Dennis Baxter had 30 different
code machines set up to cut his try-out sets. He used Framon,
Ilco and other wheels for the machines. We got all of his cutters, and all are either like new, or in very good shape.
Normal 3/8” hole. We have another 10-15 types of wheels we’ll list
later.
A25. Framon FC9045/CC1 This is the
standard Framon cutting wheel. Just $50.
A26. Framon FC8445/CC1001, standard
Framon small cutter. Just $50.
A27. Framon FC8735. Foreign cutter.
$50.
A28. Ilco 8UC. Milling cutter. $45.
A29. KAR clipper. With Ford single and
double sided pin tumbler, plus a couple of more as shown here. Get
this great collectible. Just $199.
A30. Rare Chicago filing cabinet lock. I couldn’t find the
part number, but recall it being for a fireproof or insulated filing cabinet. I’ve got about 20 of these left. Just
$12 each.
A31. Used Baxter Set 64B. Ford 10 cut ignition set. In
nice shape. Just $130.
A32. Used Baxter Set 66A for Nissan 8 cut (X123). Nice
shape. Not $380, but just $220.
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A35. Used Baxter tryout set 37. This is for pin tumbler Chrysler keys
cut on the universal blank that fits in Y149/Y152 locks. A big set, this
is only $175.
A36. New Baxter tryout set 87. A retiring locksmith never used these, still new in the box. For
GM 10 cut locks (B86/B89). This huge two box
set has 256 double sided keys. Covers positions 1-9. Will work many ignitions if the lock
has some wear, and many door and trunk locks.
Not $590, just $400!
A37. Used tryout set similar to Baxter Set 82FB
for Ford double sided, pin tumbler trunks (and door on some years)
H50 blank. Nice, $75.
A38. Used tryout set similar to Baxter Set 81FA for Ford double side
pin tumbler ignitions using the H51 blank. Just $80.

Want to buy the last try-out key set Dennis Baxter made? Get the
great Ford 8 cut all in one set, #108. Box signed and dated by
Dennis. Only $700. All profits will go to the Clearstar Education
fund.
D7. A brand new 13 Song Auto punch setup, including carrying case,
and instruction book. These are pretty rare, and you’ll never find a
better one! Just $495.
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We usually update the Good Stuff list online
2-3 weeks after the flyer is sent out.
www.hawleylocksupply.com

ORDER FORM

2915 E. Poinsettia Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85028

 Give us a call!

FAX Orders

(800) 398-2458 602-926-0128
(602) 795-8247
www.hawleylocksupply.com

*Free Shipping Terms:
US 50 states, plus Puerto Rico.
$150 or more in a single shipment. Most items will be sent via
US Standard Mail. Any upgrades
to other shipping services will be
at additional cost. Heavy/large
items sent to Alaska, Canada
or Puerto Rico may not qualify
for free shipping. We must have
both your UPS and US Mail
address, as we will choose the
method of shipment. Does not
apply to drop shipped items. .

Name __________________________________
Company _______________________________
Address ________________________________
City _____________ State ____ ZIP ________
Phone ____________________
Quantity

Item #			

Description			

UPS Commercial Shipping-Contiguous USA

SMALL PACKAGES 1 LBS - $13.99, 2-3 LBS $15.50-$16.99,
4-8 LBS $16.99-$20.00, OVER 9LB, OR PR/HI/AK-CALL
*Residential addresses add $3-$4.95 per package

Unit Price

Address is:
Business

*Residence
AZ Residents -

Taxable Items- ADD 8.3%
If you would like your order shipped via US
Mail, please check the box to the right. Shipping
SHIPPING/HANDLING
rates start at only $7.99!
TOTAL
Payment
Card Number: _____ _____ _____ _____
Check
Exp Date: ____/____
CV2 ______
Method
Enclosed

Email: ____________________

TOTAL

Signature: _________________________

We will email
Paypal amount.

TERMS: All prices F.O.B. from Phoenix, AZ. Software, cutting wheels, key machines, tryout keys
are non-returnable & non-refundable. Prices subject to change. All returns must be authorized
before being returned & are subject to a 20% restocking fee, unless defective. Authorized returns must be 30 days or less from invoice date and in new and salable condition. Sale valid
8/1/18 to 9/30/18, or when stock on hand is exhausted. V1.1

We can now ship small, lightweight packages to all 50 states and
PR starting at $7.99 via Priority Mail. Packages usually arrive in
2-3 days. Ask for it!
©2018 Hawley Lock Supply
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By Charles R. Williams

Alphatec Key
Generation,
Ford 8 Cut Key
Bitting Chart

tools in. These will be the last ever made!

Forder X-Ray Safe Template and Spirolox

We have gotten a limited number of Gerry

go directly to Rod.

via email PDF only $9.99. All proceeds will

Special: Rod’s Gonzo Impressioning book

USPS Priority Mail Shipping
as low as $7.99

GM 6 & 10 Cut
Sidebar
Impressioning

Ford 10 Cut
And 8 Cut
Impressioning

Rod’s Gonzo Impressioning
and Auto Service Book

2915 E. Poinsettia Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85028

FIRST CLASS MAIL

